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Summary 

Expressions are derived for the apparent displacements of cosmic radio sources 
at transit resulting from ionospheric refraction. The derivation takes account of 
horizontal electron density gradients whose effects often outweigh the refraction expected 
from a spherically symmetrical ionosphere. . 

Using these results together with position measurements taken at 19· 7 Mc/s, the 
"total thickness" of the ionosphere has been estimated. This quantity relates the 
total electron content of a vertical column to the maximum electron density. During 
the observing period it had a value of 355 km, in good agreement with moon-echo 
results. The observations also indicate that a considerable improvement in observed 
source positions may be achieved by applying the theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ionospheric refraction may seriously limit the accuracy of wide-aperture 
radio-astronomy aerials operating at low frequencies. A number of authors, 
notably Bailey (1948), Belyaev (1955), Link (1957), and Chvojkova (1958a 
a.nd 1958b), have estimated this refraction assuming that the ionosphere is a 
spherica.l shell concentric with the Earth. Smith (1952), on the other hand, 
has shown that horizontal density gradients lead to appreciable displacements of 
sources at the zenith, indicating that an adequate theory must take account of 
departures from spherical symmetry. 

The present calculation. shows that, for a source at transit, the change of 
declination depends on the total electron content of a column of unit area through 
the ionosphere, together with the north-south gradient of this quantity. The 
ohangeof Right Ascension depends to a first order only on the east-west gradient. 

The investigation had a twofold aim. It was originally prompted by the 
need to eliminate refraction effects from galactic records taken with a Mills Cross 
operating as a transit instrument at 19·7 Mc/s. For this it was necessary to 
relate observed displacements of discrete sources to published ionospheric sounding 
data. This was accomplished, and also information was gained about the 
structure of the ionosphere above the F-region maximum. 

This paper deals mainly with the theoretical aspect of the problem and 
includes an estimate of errors in the necessarily approximate treatment. A brief 
discussion of some experimental results shows that the derived value of iono
spheric " total electron content" is in good agreement with estimates derived by 
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other methods, and also indicates the improvement to the astronomical data 
which may be attained using the derived corrections. 

A preliminary report on this work has been given previously (Komesaroff 
and Shain 1959). 

II. DEFINITIONS OF THE MAIN SYMBOLS USED 

The more important symbols used are defined as follows: 
N, number of electrons per cubic centimetre, 
f, frequency of observation, 
fe' critical frequency of the F region, 

X m, f~jf2, 
r, di.stance to the Earth's centre, 

r m, radius of the surface of maximum electron density, 
r b , radius of the lower ionospheric bounding surface, 
cp, terrestrial latitude (radians), 

<l>, latitude of observer, 
L, longitude to the east of the observer (radians), 
k, angle between ray tangent and radius vector, 
Z, observed zenith angle, 
a, declination, 
IX, Right Ascension, 

Ym' y:n, "semithicknesses" of regions above and below maximum density 
(parabolic model), 

d, total effective thickness; d=i(Ym+y:n). 

III. RAY PATHS IN THE IONOSPHERE 

In discussing ionospheric parameters a spherical coordinate system, r, cp, L, 
is used with origin at the centre of the Earth, cp being latitude and L longitude 
measured to eastward from the observer. Records of critical frequency taken at 
different places show that the refractive index varies not only with r but also 
with cp and L. Thus the optical length of a ray path between points a and b is 

p= J: !L(r, cp, L)ds 

=J: [1+r2rjl2+r2L2cos2 cp]!!L(r, cp,L)dr, 

where rjl=dcpjd-r and L=dLjdr. 

From Fermat's principle, the differential of P with respect to changing ray 
paths is zero, and this leads to the following ray equations: 

:r(!Lr2~:)=~;[~~ -!Lr2~ sin cp cos cp} ........ (1) 

:r(!Lr2 cos2 cp~) =~ ~i. . ......................... (2) 

From these equations the refraction produced by any model ionosphere may be 
calculated. 
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Following Ratcliffe (1951) we will assume a density distribution of electron" 
below the maximum value N m' 

N =N m{1-y2 /y;,,) , .................. (3) 

where y·is the distance from the maximum density layer and the scale factor Ym 
is of the order of 100 km. A corresponding expression is adopted for the distribu
tion above the maximum, Ym being replaced by y;", where, according to the 
moon-echo work of Evans (1957), y;" is several times larger than Ym, and 

Ym+y;"<O'lrm , 

r m being the radius of the maximum density layer. 

For a radio wave of frequency j, well above the electron gyro frequency 
(usually the case in radio-astronomical work), the refractive index is given by 

r;-2=1-f;/'[2=1-X, .................. (4) 

where f;, the square of the" plasma frequency", is proportional to N. Thus 
from (3) 

r;-2=1-Xm(1-y2/y~) . ................ (5) 

In terms of the F-Iayer critical frequency fe, Xm is defined by 

Xm=f~/f2· 

Now, assuming that the scale factors Ym, Y;" are substantially constant over 
large distances, then corresponding to horizontal density gradients we have 
refractive index gradients given by 

~~=;-r;-1 ?~m(l_ :~} ................ (6) 

~i=~l O~~m(l_ :;). .. .............. (7) 

In the subsequent argument it will be assumed that these partial derivatives 
of Xm are constant over small angular ranges. 

IV. THE ApPARENT CHANGE OF DECLINATION 

The discussion will be limited to the case of a source at transit. Let us first 
assume that there are no east-west refractive index gradients, so that the observed 
ray lies entirely in the meridian plane. Later it will be shown that the effect 
of these gradients on observed declinations is negligible. 

(a) The Two Refraction Oomponents 

In Figure 1, ABO is part of a ray path. The ray tangent at B, in latitude cp, 
makes an angle k with the radius vector to the centre of the Earth O. It follows 
from the figure that the apparent declination of the source as seen from B is D, 
where 

D=cp+k. .. ................ (8) 
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It also follows that 
cos k=drjds, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (9) 

sin k=rdcp/ds, ( 10) 
and 

(tan k)jr=dcpjdr. (11) 

In Figure 2, QRST is a ray from a distant source to a terrestrial observer at T. 
The upper and lower ionospheric bounding radii are (r m +y;") and (r m -Ym) 

respectively. The true declination ~ of the source is indicated by the direction 

A 

Fig. I.-Section of a ray path in the meridian plane. OP is the 
equatorial plane and angle D is the apparent declination of the 

source seen from point B in latitude cpo 

of the ray at the point Q at which it intersects the upper boundary. Denoting 
the values of angles at this level by the suffix a, it follows from (8) and (11) 
that 

J· .. m -t-v;" tan k 
~=<P+ -dr+ka, •••••.•••••••• (12) 

re r 

where <P is the observer's latitude and r. the radius of the Earth. 
The straight line TU indicates the apparent declination ~o as seen from T. 

Denoting the angle between TU and the radius vector at any level by ko, it may 
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be seen that the value of ~o is given by a relation formally identical with (12), 
namely, 

~o=<I>+frm+Y;" ta~ kOdr+koa' ............ (13) 
'e 

Thus the difference d(~) between the apparent and true declination is given by 

d(~)=~o-~=koa-ka+Jrm+Y;" (tan ko;-tan k)dr, .... (14) 
'm-Ym 

(since k=ko when r lies between r. and rm-Ym)' The equation for ko is 

U I/) 

il!!! 
biD: 
:t 0( 
Q. a 
I/) z 
o ::J 
Z 0 
Q m 

r sin ko=r. sin Z =r m sin kom. . . . . . . . . . . .. (15) 

Fig. 2.-Path of a ray through the ionosphere to an observer at T. OP is 
the equatorial plane. (Not to scale.) 

Here Z is the apparent zenith angle of the source and the suffix m denotes the 
value of a parameter at the level of maximum electron density. To calculate k 
we must refer to the ray equation (1). Since according to our assumption there 
are no east-west gradients, this reduces to 

d ( 2d<P') ds OIL 
dr Ilr ds =(i;. o<p' 

Integrating and combining this equation with (9)~ (10), and (15) yields 
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Now taking into account that fl=l at the upper boundary, it follows from 
(14), (15), and (16) that 

Ll(~) =Ll( ~)w +Ll( ~)s, 
where 

Ll(~t=kOa-sin-l[sin kOa + (_1_, )f'm+Y;" sec k~~dr], .. (17) 
rm+Ym 'm-Ym T 

Ll(~)s=f"m+Y;" (tan ko~tan k)dr, .................... (18) 
rm-Ym 

and 
sinkOa=r",sinkom/(rm+Y;") .... -....................... (19) 

In substituting the value of k from (16) into (17) and (18), a simplifying 
approximation may be made. Provided k nowhere exceeds about 45°, and the 
values of ofl/oCP are such that the second term on the right-hand side of (16) 
is "small ", that is, provided 

1 f kOfl < cos komd 
flr sec ocp ~ -so- r, .............. (20) 

we may neglect this term in (16), giving 

sin k=rm sin kOm/flr. . ............... (21) 

The restriction imposed by inequality (20) will be discussed sUbsi:lquently. It 
may be shown that the approximation which we have made results in an error 
equivalent to an underestimate of Ll(~)w of the order 

Thus the total north-south displacement of a source at transit is expressible 
as the sum of two terms given by (17) and (18). The term Ll(~)w' which will be 
designated the" wedge component", depends on angular gradients of refractive 
index and vanishes in the limiting case of spherical symmetry. The term Ll(~). 
depends to a first order only on the radial distribution and represents the refraction 
calculated for a spherically symmetrical medium. Accordingly it is called the 
" spherical component". Each of these terms is evalua~ed below. It is later 
shown that the wedge component is commonly predominant, indicating that 
previous treatments of the problem based on a spherically symmetrical model 
lead to erroneous results. 

(b) The Wedge Component 

Equation (17) may be simplified by a minor approximation. From (19), 

and, since the integral term has been assumed " small", (17) may be restated 
thus 

Ll(~)w= -sec komf"n+Y;" sec kOfldr . .................... (22) 
(r m +y;,,) 'm -Ym ocp 
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An expression for sec k may be derived from (4), (5), and (21). If M is defined 
hy the relation 

M=[I-Xsec2kom]-~=[1-Xmsec2kom(1-y2jy;;,)l-~ .. (23) 

then it may be shown that 

sec k=fLM sec kOm [1 +(1-r!jr2 )M2 tan2 kOm ]-:' •••••••• (24) 

'·50 ~ 

1·40 

b 
,~ 

1·30 

1·20 

1·10 

1·00 ok-:::--oL.,---::-oL:. 2----::0.L.3:-----::0.L.4;-----::0~. 5;---~O'6 
IT 

Fig. 3.-Graph of the function 

.- 3 " 1 
w( cr)= ~{[1 +cr)/2cr'] In [(1 +cr,,)/(1-cr') ]-1}, 

where cr = (f~/j2) sec2 ko . m 

Now, provided kom ::545° and cr,:5 t, where cr is defined by 

the value of the surd in (24) is very nearly unity throughout the range of integra
tion. Thus from (22) and (24) we derive the approximation 

-sec2 k f" +Y' a ~(a)w= ,om m m MfLa~dr. 
rm+Ym • rm-Ym T 

Substituting from (5), (6), and (23) and integrating, 

........ (25) 

where 

-( )=~ \ (l+crj l (l+cr il) _11 
wcr 4)2' n 1 1 I' cr (cr' -cr" 

.......... (26) 

The parameter w(cr) is shown as a function of cr in Figure 3. For values of cr 

lying between 0 and t, w(cr) lies between 1 and 1·3. 
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The erro.r o.f appro.ximatio.n in go.ing fro.m (17) to. (25) is equivalent to. an 
o.verestimate o.f abo.ut {Ym+y;,,)/rm}Ll(a)w' Since the erro.r mentio.ned in 
Sectio.n III (a) was o.f similar magnitude but o.ppo.site sign, the to.tal appro.ximatio.n 
erro.r is generally less than {(Ym +y;")/r m}Ll(a)w, 0.1' o.ne part in ten. 

The fo.rego.ing results have been derived o.n the assumptio.n that the vertical 
distributio.n o.f electro.n density has a parabo.lic fo.rm. Ho.wever, it may be sho.wn 
that (25) can be generalized to. co.ver any fo.rm o.f vertical pro.file, pro.vided that 
this is a smo.o.thly varying functio.n and has a reaso.nably sharp upper bo.undary. 
Fo.r the general fo.rm we intro.duce the" effective thickness" d o.f the io.no.sphere 
given by 

dN m= I Ndr, ........................ (27) 

so. that fo.r a parabo.lic layer 

Equatio.n (25) then beco.mes 
Ll(a) = dib(cr) sec2 kOm o(f~) 

w 2(rb+3d/2)f2~' 
(28) 

where rb is the inner bo.unding radius o.f the io.no.sphere. 

(c) The Spherical Oomponent 
To. evaluate the integral in equatio.n (18) we require an expressio.n fo.r tan k. 

Fro.m (21) and (24), 

tan k=(rm/r)M tan kom[I+(I-r~/r2)M2 tan2 kom J-1. 

If no.w M is replaced by M, its mean value fo.r the range o.f integratio.n, and the 
resulting value o.f tan k substituted in (18), it may be sho.wn that this gives a 
clo.se appro.ximatio.n to' Ll( a)s' 

Ll(a)s=Irm+Y;" rm t:~ kOm 
Tm-Ym 

x {[1+( 1- ~) tan2 kom] -! -M[I+(I- ~)M2 tan2 kom] -l}dr 

= SIn ---- -sm -sm sm . . -1 [r m sin K] . -1 [r m sin K] . -1 [r m sin kom] + . -1 [r m sin kom] 
rm+y;" rm-Ym rm+y;" rm-Ym 

................ (29) 
Here K is given by 

tan K =M tan kOm' 
and 

M=- Mdy=- Mdy=-- Mdy - 1 I O 1 IY;" 1 IY;" 
Ym -Ym y;" 0 Ym +Y;" -Ym 

_ 1 In (l+cr1) 
-2cr! I-crt' (30) 

The parameter .M is sho.wn as a functio.n o.f cr in Figure 4. 
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The error in approximation (29) is 

J'm +!I~ r m tan kom 
r 2 

'm- llm 

161 

X {M[l+(l- :~)M2 tan2 kom]-! -M[l+(l- ~)M2 tan k~]-l}dr. 
By expressing the integrand as a first-order Taylor expansion in (M -M), it 
may be shown that the ratio of this error term to ~(~)s, given by (29), is consider
ably less than (Ym+Y'm)/rm • 

1'40 

1'30 

1'10 

0-5 0-6 0-6 

Fig. 4.-Graph of the function if = (1/201) In [(1 +(1)/(1-01)]. 

In Figure 5, ~(~)s is shown as a function of kOm according to equation (29). 
This figure also includes a graph relating kOm to the apparent zenith angle Z (from 
(15)). Figure 5 is based on a model ionosphere for which 

Ym=O'018rm=120 km, 
y'm=O'062rm=410 km. 

For values of Ym and y'm differing slightly from the above, ~(8)s may be calculated 
by assuming a linear relation with the total thickness. 

In some applications a less accurate expression than (29) is adequate. 
Thus at high frequencies and for moderate values of kOm' the following relation 
may be derived from (29) 

~(~)s= - 2~m ~ sec2 kom tan kOm' •.•••..••..• (31) 

This equation, due originally to Chvojkova (1958a, 1958b), is very convenient 
for rapid numerical calculation. 
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Numerical values of Ll(a)s may be computed by graphical integration of the 
g'clleral refraction integral 

J'tan id 
-- (J. 

(J. 

taken in conjunction with equation (21). In Table 1 a number of values calcu
lated in this way are presented, together with corresponding values from equation 
(29), For comparison, results given by Chvojkova's equation (31) and an 
equation due to Bailey (1948), are also quoted (the last example quoted is one 

TABLE 1 
THE SPHERICAL COMPONENT 

----~----___c_----c----,__--

"-'om 

"---

2 
3 
4 
4 

5° 35·9' 
0'0 

,"j' 
:3 

70" 4:2·2' 

j2 
c 

.f2 

0·25 
0·1875 
0·25 
0·25 
0·0576 

Y;n Ym 
(km) (km) 

330 i 100 
561 198 
495 99 
660 165 i 
375 75 

I 

r -r 

I 

III P 

(km) 
Bailey 

300 11·1' 
300 19 ·1' 
300 51· 9' 
300 1 ° 12' 
375 1° 8' 

Graph. 
Integ. I Chvo jkOV{~-~:' (29) \ 

--1.;-1 13' 1--1-3-'-1' 
I 
I 

1 
L 9' 21' 
5 1·6' 1° 5·7' 

21·4' 
1° 7·6' 

1° 11 ·6' P 29' 1° 30' 
1° 4' 1°25·1' P26·6' 

which Bailey considers). It can be seen that equation (29) yields an accuracy 
five to ten times better than the other equations. However, world maps of 
critical frequency show that in moderate latitudes o(f~)/ocp often far exceeds 
f~, so that from (28) and (31) 

Under these conditions, Ll(a) may be calculated using the less accurate form of 
Ll(a)s without significant loss of overall accuracy. 

(d) The Total Ohange of Declination 
Combining equations (28) and (31), the angle Ll(a) by which the observed 

declination of a source at transit exceeds its true declination is given by 

A(~)= d sec2 kom [-( )o(f~) _ (rb +3d/2)f2 t, k] (32 
I..l 0 2(rb +3d/2)f2 w cr ocp rm c an Om , .. ) 

which may be written 

Ll a d sec2 kOm R a 
( )=2(rb +3d/2)f2 ( ) (33) 

(for kOm' d, and w(cr) see equations (15) and (27) and Figure 3). 

Equation (32) has an accuracy of about one part in ten for sources up to 
about 45° from the zenith assuming that f is not less than 2!fe sec kOm' This is 
not a serious restriction since radiation of frequencies less than fe sec kOm cannot 
be observed. 
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The derivation of (32) also assumes that the first term on the right-hand side 
considerably outweighs the second. When this condition is not satisfied, a 
more accurate approximation to the second term, given by (29), should be used. 
When the condition is satisfied, however, it is noteworthy that the source displace-

IE 

3°d 

rrn- re=6ookm 

Fig. 5.-Curves showing the relationship between A(a)s and observed 

zenith angle Z for various values of the parameters f~/J2 and r m --1'e' 

according to equations (29) and (15). The dotted line illustrates the way 
in which the figure is used to determine A(a)s. In the example shown 

Z=30°, rm--1'e=300 km, f~/J2=O·3, and A(a)s=-23'. 
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ment .is in the· direction in which fe increases. . By contrast, in a spherically 
symmetrical.medium the displacement is always towards the zenith. 
, Finally, certain restrictions have been. imposed. qn tb.e magnitude of the 
ltorizontal gradients. From inequality (20) andequatio;u(22), it follows ~hat 
the first term in (32) (the wedge component) should not exceed about 1/30 
radian or 2°. In the next section the magnitude of the change in Right Ascension 
is expressed in terms of east-west gradients. Provided this change also does not 
exceed a few degrees, the foregoing derivation, which has neglected east-west 
gradients, is still valid. 

V. THE APP4RENT CHANGE OF RIGHT ASCENSION 

In general the refractive 4ldex gradient has an east-west component. We 
will designate the resulting~change in Right Ascension by ~(ot). From equation 
(2), by an argument siInilar to. that outlined in Section IV (b), 

~(:.)=d.W(d)Seca.secCPaseckom . a(f~) 
at. 2(rb +3d/2)f2 aL . (34) 

The angle CPa is the latitude of the point at which the ray intersects the upper 
ionospheric boundary. To sufficient accuracy sec CPa is given by 

Provided 

'. ,.. [ . (r r +3d/2)]-1 sec cp~.=sec <P I-tan kOm tan CPr b- ~m . 

cos a 
~coskom<l, cos '¥ 

(34) has an accuracy of about 5 per cent. 

VI. APPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY 

The results just derived have been applied to a number of discrete source 
observations taken With the Sydney 19·7 Mcjs Mills Cross with a beamwidth of 
1·4° (Shain 1958). 

The observing site (lat. 34°S., long. 151° E.) is well placed for calculating 
f~ and its north-south gradient, since there are a number of ionospheric sounding 
stations 800-900 km apart and close to the 150th meridian. The situation is 
less favourable, however, for calculating the east-west gradient. The nearest 
stations in this direction are at Christchurch (New Zealand) and Watheroo 
(Western Australia), each more than 2000 km away. Furthermore, it was 
found on comparing sounding records taken in longitude 150° E. with Watheroo 
records for the samE; local times, that the time derivative of f; (as used by Smith 
(1952)), was not a sufficiently accurate measure of the east-west gradient. The 
method of computation finally arrived at required data from at least three 
stations. Since there were very few days on which these were all available at 
the appropriate times, much of the information had to be based on monthly 
medians. Consequently, the east-west component estimates are conSiderably 
less accurate than those of the north-south component. 
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Figure 6 shows declination measurements of the source 03S3A, taken between 
September and November 1957. The local times of transit were between 233() 
and 0330. It is clear that there is good correlation between observed declination 
au and the quantity R(a), given by equations (32) and (33). (Since the source is 
close to the zenith the second term on the right-hand side of (32) may be 
neglected.) From the " least squares " regression line also shown on this figure, 
the "true declination" is -370 23'. The declination measured at 85 Mc/s 
is -370 23' ±3' (Sheridan 1958), so that the two results agree within the limits of 
observational accuracy. 

From the slope of the regression line, taking rb as 6500 km, we calculate 
that d=355 km. This is only about 10 per cent. lower than a value derived 
by combining Evans's (1957) moon-echo results taken in the pre-dawn period at 

o 
'" 

40' 

50' 

10' 

20' 

30' 

o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
R( 8 )((Mcls)2'RADIAN -') 

Fig. 6.-0bserved declination (epoch 1950) of the source 03S3A related 

to ionospheric parameters according to equation (32). R(8)=w((J)aJ~/atp. 

Manchester with simultaneous criti~al frequency measurements made at Slough. 
In an earlier report on this work Komesaroff and Shain (1959) quoted a value of 
550 km. The lower value is based on a more careful analysis of the experimental 
results. 

The derived value of d was used to compute Right Ascension corr(lctions for 
the same observations, and Figure 7 (a) shows the observed and corrected positions 
of 03S3A. The improvement in declination is very marked; that in Right 
Ascension is by no means as good, although the mean error in Right Ascension 
has been reduced from om. 4 to less than om.1. 

Figure 7 (b) is a similar diagram for the source 09S1A based on observati~ns 
taken between the beginning of October and mid December 1957. During this 
period the source was observed within two and a half hours of sunrise when 
ionospheric conditions were changing rapidly, making the period diffioult for 
refraction corrections. Nevertheless, although the corrected declinations show 
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considerable " scatter", their mean is within 5' of the 85 Mcjs position (Mills, 
Blee, and Hill 1958). On the other hand, there is still a systematic displacement 
in Right Ascension from the high frequency position. In the absence of more 
detailed ionospheric data, it is not possible to assess the significance of this shift. 

50' 

10' 

20' 

30' 

40' 

50' 

10' 

20' 

(a) 

03531>. 

.. 
.. 0 0 

o 

. ,"0 .. · 
o .' 

RIGHT ASCENSION 

- tO°o' 0951A 

• 0 

10' 

20' 

30' 

40' 

50' 

-11°0' 

10' 

20' 

30' 

40' 
o 0 

50' 
0 

- 12°0 

10' 

2d 

30' 
. . 

40 

09n,6m 17m 18m 19m 20 m 
RIGHT ASCENSION 

Fig. 7.-19· 7 Mc/s positions (epoch 1950) of two sources: (a) 03S3A, (b) 09S1A. 
Observed positions are shown by open circles and positions obtained after 
applying corrections for ionospheric refraction are shown by full circles. The 

rectangles indicate 85 Mc/s positions. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The main results of the present paper are expressed by equations (32) 
and (34), relating the displacement components of a radio source at transit to 
ionospheric parameters. In order to compute these displacements under com
monlyprevailing ionospheric conditions, account must be taken, not only of the 
total electron content ofa vertical column through the ionosphere but also of the 
horizontal gradients of this quantity. 

Application of the results to preliminary observations, taken mainly in the 
early morning, indicates that over several months the effective ionospheric 
thickness d was apparently constant at a value of about 355 km, in substantial 
agreement with the results of Evans (1957) for another time and place. 

Combining this value of d with sounding data on the basis of equations 
(32) and (34), a considerable improvement in measured source positions has 
been effected. Even under the somewhat unfavourable conditions around sunrise 
time, it has been possible to achieve a ten to one reduction in mean declination 
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error. To make the declination correction it was necessary to derive detailed 
information relating to north-south gradients from the published data of several 
sounding stations along the eastern Australian coast. No such detailed informa
tion about east-west gradients is available, however, and the improvement in 
Right Ascension which could be achieved was correspondingly less marked. 

Since these observations were made, many more position m~asurements 
have been taken, and these, together with a more detailed account of the experi
mental procedure, will be given in a subsequent paper. 
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